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WELCOME FROM THE CONFERENCE DIRECTOR 

Welcome Delegates! 

 

My name is Jack Lee and I am the director of the University of              

Manchester’s 2021 Model United Nations Conference. I’m       

delighted to welcome you all to what is sure to be a fun             

conference full of diverse and challenging experiences. 

 

For those of you in the General Assembly, you have excellent chairs with a great deal of                 

experience. The following pages of this study guide will provide you with a wealth of               

knowledge on what you will need to know for your committee sessions in the form of                

important context on the issues you will be discussing. However, the best delegates always              

have some knowledge of their own to bring to the table as a secret weapon! Also attached                 

to this email you will find the standardised rules of procedure that will be being used at the                  

conference. Please take the time to read both this guide, and those rules, before joining us                

on the 26th. 

 

Within these pages you will find a schedule for the conference (with all times in GMT) and                 

some more information on our guest speaker, author David Bodanis. Thank you to those              

who joined us for the training sessions, it was great to get to meet so many of you before                   

the conference! Thank you again for joining us for this prestigious event, I can’t wait to get                 

started. 

 

Kind regards from myself and the entire team at ManMUN, 

 

Jack Lee 

Conference Director 

 

“If this were a dictatorship it’d be a heck of a lot easier, 

just so long as I’m the Dictator.” 

- George W Bush 
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WELCOME FROM THE DIRECTORS OF GA COMMITTEES 

Hello everyone, and welcome to ManMUN 2021! I'm Becca, and I'll be            

your director of GA committees for the conference this year. If you have             

general questions about the committee-side of the conference        

(timetables, the Discord servers, etc.) then I'm your gal!  

I've been doing MUN since I moved to Peru when I was 13, and              

over time went to and won awards at conferences like HMUN, HNMUN,            

OxIMUN and ScotMUN. It's been a pretty incredible eight years, and I            

am sad but also unbelievably relieved to say that this will be my last conference ever.  

However, for those just starting their MUN careers, there is no better place than at               

ManMUN. We pride ourselves on the fact that this is a beginners' conference - friendly,               

welcoming, and an open platform to float new ideas and meet new people. Though this is                

definitely not how we expected this ManMUN to take place, I am amazed at the levels of                 

creativity and tenacity that have gone into (successfully) bringing this conference online. I             

hope you have a fantastic weekend, and I look forward to e-meeting you all. And please,                

don't be afraid to ask me any questions you want. It’s what I’m here for. 

 

My name is Calla-Lily Yingzi Huang, and I am your Assistant Director of             

GA Committees & Treasurer for the conference this year. I am looking            

forward to meeting you all and welcoming you to our very first virtual             

conference.  

We hope that all the team’s preparatory efforts put into this           

year’s virtual conference will work to keep ManMUN2021 committees         

running smoothly and be the most enjoyable for all delegates.  

I know from my 4 years’ experience attending, organising and          

directing conferences that the best way to prepare and represent your country well; is to               

read through this committee guide and do some extra research to gain a better              

understanding of your country’s position. To ensure that you act professionally and            

diplomatically, please read through our Rules of Procedure and adhere to the delegate dress              

and conduct code.  

I wish you the very best in your preparations.  Any questions are most welcome!  
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 CONFERENCE TIMETABLE 
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CONFERENCE LOGISTICS - LOGGING ON TO DISCORD AND ACCESSING THE                   

OPENING AND CLOSING CEREMONIES. 

In order to join your committee, you will need to use discord. Discord runs on a server                 

system, meaning each committee has a dedicated server. We will also be using an              

additional server for socials. This server will have many video and voice channels for you to                

use. Your chairs and the ManMUN team will be able to help you with any minor technical                 

issues you may have on the day, but for best results follow the instructions below. Please                

join the servers using these instructions early so any issues can be sorted in good time. 

 

1. Download the Discord Web app here . It is possible to use the Discord web app,                

but it’s slow and unreliable. 

2. Once you have downloaded Discord, create an account (or sign in if you already              

have one). This can be done either using the discord website here, or the app itself. 

3. Join your committee server here: https://discord.gg/Fkuxz8uxXH 

4. Join the ManMUN Master server here: https://discord.gg/AyJ5aVUrE4 

5. Once you are in your server, you should change your nickname to the following              

format: preferred name, assigned country. This can be done by right clicking your             

username on the list of members in the server, then selecting change nickname. 

6. Finally, it is worth joining a voice channel (which is done by left clicking any of the                 

channels under the subheading “voice channels) to check that you're able to turn             
on your video and that your microphone is working. Discord also has a system to               

conduct a mic check in the settings. 

7. That’s it! 

 

If you are having issues accessing or getting on to your discord server, email me. However,                

if you have joined your server and are having trouble using Discord, message your chair for                

help. Chairs have yellow names in the server list of members and can be alerted either by                 

right clicking and selecting “message” or by typing your message in a text channel and               

adding @Chair to get their attention. 

 

The Opening and Closing ceremonies will be being held off of discord, but we will be posting                 

the link to view them in the ManMUN master server general text chat. It will also be pinned in                   

that channel, and your committee server. Please join the servers above early in order to gain                

access to the opening ceremony in time.  

https://discord.com/download
https://discord.com/register
https://discord.gg/Fkuxz8uxXH
https://discord.gg/AyJ5aVUrE4
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OPENING CEREMONY SPEAKER INTRODUCTION - DAVID BODANIS 

We are honoured to host Author David Bodanis as our speaker for the opening ceremony.               

He will be giving a short talk about political fairness in a post-covid world, after which                

delegates will be invited to ask questions. David Bodanis is the author of the book “The Art                 

of Fairness”. You can find his book here. 

  

The Art of Fairness is, in the words of The Sunday Times, a ‘cheering, timely, inspirational                

reminder that we can succeed without losing our souls’. The FT described it as ‘more than a                 

business book…a primer for anyone fed up of the prevailing meanness of much of society,               

and looking for inspiration on how to be better — and fix things for others’, while the                 

Economist devoted a page to ‘a book that argues that decency pays off in business as well as                  

in life’. 

 

About David: 
“To my great surprise I’ve now spent decades as a writer and speaker. It was never planned                 

that way, but I’ve always been fascinated by what makes people tick and how we can do                 

better, especially in envisaging entirely new vistas. One thing just led to another...  

 

Teaching about that at Oxford turned into work with scenarios, then wider corporate             

consulting and a range of talks, with spin offs such as this Financial Times series on                

management and careers. Books about science and the people behind it led on to ‘The Art                

of Fairness’.” 

  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Art-Fairness-Power-Decency-Turned/dp/0349128219/ref=tmm_hrd_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1607677632&sr=8-1
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRS 

Dear Delegates, 

 

We are pleased to welcome you to ManMUN 2021’s online simulation of the European              

Council on Foreign Relations. 

 

In this committee, we are the voice of the European community and its primary              

foreign policy think tank, whose work underlies the European leaders’ approach to the most              

pressing diplomatic issues. These include the need to counterpoise the polyhedric Russian            

interference in European democratic institutions as well as to deescalate the ongoing            

territorial dispute in the Eastern Mediterranean, which threaten to undermine the European            

nations’ comity. 

 

Aa delegates, you will be facing these challenges and inventing solutions to them.             

Navigating through this task requires considerable attention to detail, but we nonetheless            

hope that you find this experience enjoyable and fulfilling, while learning new skills and              

making new friends. 

 

Feel free to reach out to us with questions, concerns, or suggestions. 

 

Best of luck, 

 

Camille Smith   |   Alexandra A. 

ECFR Chairs 

 

Emails: 

 

Camille Smith: camillesmith1110@gmail.com 

Alexandra Andrei: alexandraa.2608@gmail.com 

 

 

mailto:camillesmith1110@gmail.com
mailto:alexandraa.2608@gmail.com
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INTRODUCTION TO THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS 

Established in 2007, the European Council on Foreign Relations (ECFR) undertakes research            

on the European Union’s foreign policy and coordinates the dissemination of diplomatic            

proposals by policymakers and analysts. Albeit headquartered in Berlin, the organisation is            

also present in several other European cities, such as Paris and Warsaw, and comprises 300               

members, who attend the annual Council session and produces policy papers on            

miscellaneous topics as well as in accordance with the ECFR’s five research programmes:             

Asia and China, European Power, Wider Europe, Africa, and Middle East and North Africa. 

In addition, it publishes annual overviews of the European Union and European Foreign             

Policy, aiming to better inform the decisions made by the leaders and governments of the               

EU states. The ECFR is a non-profit institution, chiefly sponsored by the European authorities              

and NATO, and operates exclusively as an advisory institution. 

 

Its latest summit addressed the future of NATO in the light of populism and the               

emergence of new security threats, and involved 38 business leaders, 41 government            

ministers, 19 national leaders, and many more parliamentarians, civil society          

representatives, and academics. These individuals will be whom you represent at the            

simulation, though we recommend that you take into account not only their individuals             

views, but also those of their countries. 

TOPIC A: COUNTERING RUSSIAN INTERFERENCE IN DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS 

BACKGROUND 

Deep-seating hostility between Europe and Russia is rooted in the Cold War, which placed              

the two crossheads and pushed Western European states into joining the America-led NATO             

and forming an autonomous economic bloc – the European Economic Community (EEC) – in              

1958. The Soviet Union’s dissolution in 1991 brought about the end of communist regimes              

all across Eastern Europe and coincided with the formation of the European Union, as              

stipulated in the 1992 Maastricht Treaty. While Russia was severely debilitated by the             

ensuing political turmoil, exemplified in the First Chechen campaign against the Islamist            

insurgency in Chechnya (1994-96), and pauperised by the disruption of Soviet-era industrial            
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supply chains and the pervasive collapse of Soviet businesses, the European project            

continued to consolidate. 

 

 

 

In 2002, the EU introduced a common currency – the euro – which has supplanted               

the national currencies of nineteen member-states and become the second-largest reserve           

currency in the world. As well as that, the early 2000s were characterised by Russia’s               

begrudging connivance at the European Union’s eastward expansion, with the Baltic States,            

Poland, Hungary, Slovenia, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic attaining membership within           

the liberal-democratic bloc and turning more and more westwards. In 2007, Romania and             

Bulgaria followed suit, expanding the EU’s reach in Eastern Europe and showcasing the             

popularity of the values it represents. 

 

Moscow has customarily viewed European integration with askance and         

endeavoured to curb it. Having undergone a comparative economic recovery under the            
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Putin administration thanks to rising oil prices and the concomitant centralisation of federal             

power, Russia adopted a more proactive stance against European enlargement. This           

decision was influenced by the political rise of pro-Western leaders in Ukraine and Georgia,              

Viktor Yushchenko and Mikhail Saakashvili, whose presidencies left their respective          

countries divided between advocates of retaining ties with Russia and proponents and            

greater European integration at a cost of severing commercial flows and freedom of             

movement agreements with their largest economic partner and source of vital remittance            

payments. Thereupon, the Kremlin was reported to have interfered in local and national             

elections within those countries as well as within the European community, while ramping             

up defence spending and performing regular strategic manoeuvres in the Baltic Sea. 

 

This trend continued into the 2010s, with Russian defence spending rising by 30%             

throughout the decade. Alarmed by the political instability in Ukraine and the possibility of a               

pro-Western, and simultaneously staunchly Russophobic, government in Ukraine, Russia         

both annexed the Crimean Peninsula and employed its media companies – Sputnik and             

Russia Today – to agitate the Russian-speaking populations in Donbass against the Ukrainian             

authorities. This produced a civil conflict between Kiev and the pro-Russian separatists in             

Donetsk and Luhansk, which is yet to end in a peaceful resolution following the failure of the                 

Minsk and Minsk-2 agreements, and prompted the EU to approve unilateral sanctions on             

Russia. With unanimous support, the European Union promulgated sanctions on Russian           

individuals and businesses that despoiled Russia’s Treasury of some $40 billion and reduced             

its GDP growth by 1.5%. 

 

In the light of these economic losses, further exacerbated by the collapse of oil prices               

in 2016, the Kremlin resorted to a more transactional approach, which involves soliciting             

partnerships with European political parties – such as the French National Rally and the              

German Alternative for Germany – to put domestic pressure and lift economic sanctions,             

stimulating Russophone communities and Europeans disenchanted with liberal-democracy        

and progressivism to voice their opposition of conventional politics and the conventional            

stance on Russia, and trying to pit those states that depend more on Russia against others                

within the EU. 
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At the same time, the European Union has extended the application of its sanctions              

on Russia, while expanding their scope to include a greater number of officials and              

companies, perceived to belong to the oligarch allies of Vladimir Putin. Moreover, the             

European Parliament effected a novel cybersecurity act in 2018 that expanded the mandate             

of the relevant European agency – ENISA – as the coordinator of national computer              

emergency response teams (CERT). It also called for Russia to end what the European              

nations regard as the occupation of Crimea, which contravenes the Budapest Memorandum            

on Security Assurances signed between Ukraine and Russia in 1994. However, little else has              

been accomplished, in part due to ambiguity of Russian threat and its pervasiveness and in               

part due to the conflicting opinions within the EU on what Russian interference means in               

the realm of international law and how best to counterpoise it without explicitly             

endangering the two actors’ profound economic and cultural ties. 

DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM 

Although Russia may be considered as much an ideological threat as a geopolitical one              

relative to the European Union, it shuns direct confrontation and conversely uses a holistic              

approach, known as hybrid warfare. Hereinafter, hybrid warfare denotes “assertive policies,           

information operations, and covert military tactics” and could take the form of, inter alia,              

cyberattacks and election interference. 

RUSSIAN CYBER THREAT 

The European comity of nations is not oblivious to the Russian cyberthreat, so much that               

the European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker’s 2017 address highlighted the          

need for collective cybersecurity against a threat “more dangerous to the stability of             

democracies and economies than guns and tanks”. However, the ambiguity about the legal             

definition of cyber-environment and the difficulty of differentiating between state-directed,          

state-supported, and state-aligned cyberattacks and their respective place in international          

law embolden Russia to destabilise the European Union. It either directly targets the EU’s              

institutional foundations or attempts to manipulate the seismic forces of populism to            

discredit democratic institutions in the EU member-states. 
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There are several types of Russian cyber-interference: 

1. Infrastructure Exploitation : Infrastructure exploitation involves gathering or distorting         

data or functionality of information technology systems and networks in the target            

countries 

2. Vote Manipulation : Vote manipulation includes actions that alter vote tallies, vote            

input, vote transmission or any other modes of counting and transmitting the voters’             

true choices in favour of the pro-Russian political movement or party 

3. Strategic Publication: Strategic publication is the public disclosure of data, gained            

through infrastructure exploitation and other illicit means, to embarrass, expose, or           

otherwise cast the subject in a negative light, often during an election campaign 

4. Fabricated Content: Fabricated content involves the propagation of information that           

either is false or tergiversates the truth and could manifest itself in misleading             

political statements or miscommunication of important political and societal events. 

 

The Kremlin’s reported cyberwarfare divisions, APT 28 (also known as Fancy Bear            

and thought attached to the Russian Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU)) and APT 29 (also              

known as Cosy Bear and thought attached to the Federal Security Service (FSB)), perform              

these tasks, aiming to subvert European integration. 

 

In the 2017 French presidential election, these groups gained access to documents            

and emails of the Macron campaign through spear-phishing operations and released them            

online before the election day. The French government also registered a spree of social              

media activity, with more than 50% of the #MacronGate posts emanating from just 5% of               

accounts. Although the country’s authorities were unable to establish the link between the             

Kremlin and the attackers, many cybersecurity experts point to this, and France changed its              

information laws, permitting candidates to sue for removal of fake news stories and             

entrusting courts to rule on the validity of publications three months before an election.              

Similarly, Germany’s parliamentary election was reportedly targeted by the APT28. The           

group is accused of stealing confidential data from several government ministries and the             

Chancellor’s office in 2015 and releasing it prior to the election. Comparable meddling was              

also taking place in Spain, the Netherlands, and the Baltic States, suggesting that Russia              
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could cause significant disruption at a relatively low cost thanks to cyberattacks and election              

interference online. 

RUSSIAN SOFT POWER 

Russian efforts to amass soft power in Europe complement these tactics. The EU’s             

dependence on Russian natural gas, ranging from 83.3% (Bulgaria) to 24% (Romania) of the              

individual state energy consumption, represents a strong deterrent to hard-line policies           

against the Kremlin’s behaviour in cyberspace and Eastern Europe. Russian companies,           

Gazprom and Zarubezhneft, have acquired stakes in Croatian and Bulgarian energy           

companies, while the country’s nuclear giant, Rosatom, is constructing the Paks Nuclear            

Power Plant in Hungary. This provides those countries’ governments with an additional            

incentive to lobby for a softer European stance on Russia. Bulgaria’s socialist government             

has on occasions between described as Russia’s Trojan Horse in the European Union, while              

energy-dependent Slovenia and Hungary opposed deeper sanctions on Russia in 2014 and            

even called for all sanctions’ withdrawal in subsequent years. 

 

Another way, in which Russia accumulates soft power is cultural. Moscow has failed             

to garner support within the Russophone communities living in the Baltic States through its              

Compatriot Policy, with fewer than 30% of Russian speakers in Latvia and Estonia             

self-identifying with the USSR or Russia, but these nonetheless look to Russian news outlets              

for information. With such agencies as Sputnik and Russia Today investing considerably in             

creating accessible content to European audiences and explaining the Kremlin’s geopolitical           

weltanschauung to Westerners, this fact could prove alarming and conducive to an influx of              

falsified information into societal discourses. Such organisations as the Russky Mir           

Foundation and the Pushkin Institute, which are active throughout the European Union, use             

their educational status to diffuse pro-Russian opinions. 

 

Lastly, Russia is endeavouring to harvest Euroscepticism. In addition to its press            

extolling pro-Russian populists in France, Italy, and Germany on social media in what could              

be seen as tacit election interference, the Putin government has been working to improve              

relations with Viktor Orban of Hungary. Known for his Euroscepticism and disdain for             

liberal-democratic values, he was the natural choice for Putin’s ally in Europe. Hungary and              
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Russia have jointly criticised the Ukrainian government’s mistreatment of linguistic          

minorities and re-appraisal of WWII-period Ukrainian nationalists as heroes. Russia has           

invested in the renovation of the Budapest metro, offered a €10 billion loan to Hungary, and                

provided natural gas at discounted rates. In return, Viktor Orban has remained one of the               

few European leaders with a working relationship with Putin and a regular critic of sanctions               

on Russia. Understandably, Russia could boost the scope of its investment policy in the              

future, in order to amass Eurosceptic support within the EU and prevent European             

integration in accordance with liberal-democratic values. 

POINTS A RESOLUTION MUST ADDRESS 
The issue of Russian interference in liberal-democratic institutions is complex, but leaves            

room for agency. Amongst other themes, an auspicious resolution will cover the following: 

 

1. Strengthening the EU Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) and creating novel          

institutions to mitigating unceasing cyberattacks from Russia 

2. Promoting cooperation between members of such organisations as NATO, the EU,           

and the OSCE and between those organisations themselves 

3. Fighting Russian disinformation in the public sphere and protecting vulnerable          

groups from imbibing pernicious Russian propaganda without violating freedom of          

press and freedom of speech 

4. Improving trust in liberal-democratic institutions through such initiatives as         

education and transparency 

5. Improving oversight of Russian interference in European politics, ranging from          

election donations and the spread of false, controversial information to iniquitous           

cyberagency 

6. Fostering cross-sector partnership to increase resilience through best practice         

sharing and promote unity within the European Digital Single Market 

 

Developing appropriate mechanisms to wither, and respond to, future cyberattacks          

on national and interstate levels, such as business incentives and sanction protocols 

Reconciling pressures for economic, cultural, and wider security cooperation with the           

Kremlin with the need to nip its sabotage in the bud. 
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There is no need to treat this as an exhaustive list or fear that your resolution would                 

not tackle some of these issues. Just as Rome was not built in one day, so a resolution                  

gradually expands its scope from the initial priorities throughout the conference. 

BLOC POSITIONS 

GERMANY 

While dealing with Russia, German authorities must navigate a series of conflicting            

pressures. On the one hand, it befits Germany to respond to Russian misinformation             

campaigns and hacks that took place during the 2017 parliamentary election and coordinate             

wider European efforts to protect the digital Single Market. Moreover, Germany has 7.5             

million Russophone Germans, many of whom are susceptible to Russian propaganda and            

united with disenchanted German communities against the conventional political parties –           

CDU and SPD. On the other hand, the two countries’ commercial relations are important to               

Germany. The latter consumes as many as 35 billion m3 of Russian natural gas, which               

remains integral to the country’s transition from coal and nuclear power to a more              

environmentally friendly economy. Berlin is Moscow’s third largest trading partner, which           

exported c. €30 million of products to Russia in 2018, and which must think twice before                

exposing this precious relationship to grave risks. 

FRANCE 

Since his election to office, Emmanuel Macron has demonstrated considerable pragmatism           

in relation to Russia. France showed willingness to increase cooperation with Russia at the              

2017 Petersburg International Economic Forum and encouraged other European countries          

to boost collaboration with Russia over the War in Donbass and the Libyan Civil War. Russia                

and France also share geopolitical interests in achieving and maintaining political stability in             

Francophone Africa and expurgating Islamic terrorism, responsible for the 2015 Paris           

Attacks and the 2004 Beslan Massacre, respectively. Paris likewise invests considerably in            

Russian shares, with only Germany trailblazing French €14 billion investments. This is            

important to Macron’s reputation as a strong and visionary European leader, chiefly seen in              

his relationship with Donald Trump and his European collective security proposals, and his             
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electoral appeal, since the Eurosceptic National Rally champions pro-Russian policies.          

Consequently, France is more likely to prioritise swift pragmatic solutions that do not             

alienate Russia from cooperation on key strategic issues, but nonetheless save the nation’s             

face on the international stage and before the public, which remains concerned about             

Russian authoritarianism. 

VISEGRAD GROUP 

Although some Visegrad Group members – the Czech Republic and Hungary – have             

formidable commercial and cultural ties to Russia, this alliance of four Central European             

countries stands united against the Kremlin’s encroachments on their national sovereignty.           

Hungary’s extensive cooperation with Russian energy companies has not prevented the           

arrest of Bela Kovacs MEP on charges of espionage for Russia, let alone its support for                

sanctions in 2014. With fewer than a quarter of Czechs viewing Russia positively,             

remembering the Russian diplomats’ expulsion on charges of espionage, and accusing           

Russia of local elections interference, Prague’s attitude towards Russia is fundamentally           

cautious. 

On this issue, Slovakia does not divest much, either: the Igor Matovic government,             

elected in 2020, reportedly represented a breakaway from the pro-Russian approach,           

championed by its SNS-Smer-SD predecessors. Out of the four nations, Poland is by far the               

most sceptical of Russia. President Andrzej Duda has publicly vituperated Putin over Russia’s             

perceived misinformation campaigns and interference in Poland’s internal affairs and has           

solicited an additional 1,000 American soldiers, Patriot missile systems, and F-35 jets to             

bolster the country’s defence against Russia. Warsaw considers Moscow a historical threat,            

and would be more inclined towards hard-line solutions and greater cooperation with the             

United States on matters of cybersecurity and information warfare. Likewise, other states            

would want to see clear impediments to Russian political clout in Eastern and Central              

Europe. 
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TOPIC B: ADDRESSING GRECO-TURKISH TENSIONS IN THE EASTERN 

MEDITERRANEAN 

BACKGROUND 

Relations between the European Union and the Republic of Turkey have usually been             

strained. Ankara remains internally divided between European integration and furthering          

cooperation with the West and retaining its cultural and historical heritage. 

 

The two parties have a long history of cooperation. Turkey was amongst the first              

countries to forge economic relations with the European Economic Community          

member-states, after this organisation had been created. This resulted in the 1963 Ankara             

Agreement, designed to help increase the exchange of goods, and agricultural produce in             

particular, by substantially cutting down barriers to trade. Another milestone in           

Turco-European relations were the negotiations regarding Turkey’s accession to the          

European Union, initiated in 2005. However, these stalled in 2016, with the European             

Parliament suspending further dialogue over the country’s human rights record and           

concerns over abuse of power by Recep Tayyip Erdogan following the failure of the military               

coup against him. This vote also reflected the Justice and Development Party’s purges             

against journalists and dissident politicians as well as the wider suppression of freedom of              

speech in Turkey. 

 

Since the 2014 election, Turkish foreign policy resiled from its secular, pro-European            

Kemalist origins and embraced Neo-Ottomanism. This involves projecting the nation’s          

power across the Middle East, a region that Turkey consistently dominated from the early              

1500s and until 1922, when the Ottoman Empire collapsed. Likewise, this paradigmatic            

foreign policy shift is causing a resurgence of tensions in the Eastern Mediterranean:             

between Greece and Turkey regarding the Aegean Sea islands and between Cyprus and             

Turkey over maritime zones. These tensions originate in the respective countries’ differing            

interpretations of international law, namely the United Nations Convention on the Law of             

the Sea (UNCLOS), and are primarily concerned with the delimitation of territorial waters,             

the establishment of exclusive economic zones, and the exploitation of the continental            
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shelf. The latter has become particularly important, after large natural gas deposits were             

discovered in the Eastern Mediterranean’s disputed waters; control over these territories           

gives a state an exclusive right to all the resources on and under the sea bed in the area. 

 

Between 1988 and the early 2010s, regional tensions were almost resolved, but            

contemporary differences in diplomatic approaches do not bode well for a prospective            

settlement. Erdogan and his administration demonstrably prefer bilateral talks, whereas          

Greece obdurately insists on international arbitration and applying the already existing legal            

principles. In the European summit agreement for Turkish accession to the EU, the former              

accepted an obligation to solve disputes with Greece as a precondition for further             

negotiations, but this EU-supervised process fell through in 2004, when the Greek            

government under Kostas Karamanlis rejected it. Though Turkey and Greece reached           

preliminary agreement in October 2020, under German oversight, to resume exploratory           

talks for resolving their maritime disputes, Turkey later withdrew from these talks and             

continued its search for natural gas only 6.5 nautical miles of the Greek island of               

Kastellorizo.  

 

Ankara is even more stubborn on the Cypriot question, and this shows remarkable             

continuity across the different generations of Turkish policymakers. Since the 1974 Cypriot            

intervention and the formation of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus as a puppet-state              

on the island, Turkey has been reluctant to enter negotiations with the Hellenic state of               

Cyprus and consider territorial concessions. Recent gas discoveries will likely exacerbate this            

problem further, with Turkish authorities likely converting that polity into a lodgement for             

their regional operations. 

DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM 

The issue at stake is the longstanding dispute over maritime boundaries between Greece             

and Cyprus on one side and Turkey on the other side, together with the corresponding gas                

drilling rights in the Eastern Mediterranean. 
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These issues between Greece and Turkey owe their virulence to the geographic            

peculiarity of the Aegean Sea and its territories. While the mainland coasts of Greece and               

Turkey bordering the Aegean on both sides represent roughly equal shares of the total              

coastline, Greece owns a disproportionate number of these islands. The islands of Lesbos,             

Chios, and Samos, and the Dodecanese Island archipelago are particularly important           

because they are lined up along the Turkish west coast, with some of them in very close                 

proximity to the mainland. Their existence blocks Turkey from extending any of its zones of               

influence beyond a few nautical miles off its coastline.  

 

Existing disputes arise, as the parties involved have different interpretations of           

international maritime law. Article 3 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea                

stipulates that a nation’s Exclusive Economic Zones are determined according to the 200             

nautical mile radius (equal to 370km) off their shores. Furthermore, it states that a state has                

full sovereignty and control over these waters. Turkey has signed neither the Convention on              

the Continental Shelf nor the aforementioned treaty, and does not consider itself bound by              

their provisions, unlike Greece. 

 

Turkey asserts that no islands can have a full 200 nautical mile EEZ authorised to               

coastal states and should resultantly only be entitled to their 12 nautical mile territorial              

seas. In the Aegean Sea, the territorial waters claimed by both sides are 6 nautical miles (or                 

11km) from the land. The possibility of extending this limit to 12 miles (or 22km) has                

precipitated Turkish concerns over a possibly disproportionate increase in Greek-controlled          

space. Conversely, Greece views this favourably and reserves the right to extend its waters              

to 12 miles, as it holds that the 12-mile rule is not only treaty law, but also the customary                   

law, recalling its application elsewhere around the globe. Against this, Turkey argues that             

the special geographical properties of the Aegean Sea make a strict application of the              

12-mile rule illicit in the interest of equity.  

 

Their ongoing dispute revolves around the extent to which the Greek islands off             

Turkey’s coast should be considered in determining the countries’ respective economic           

zones. Turkey argues that the continental shelf implies that distances are measured from             

the continental mainland and claims that the sea-bed of the Aegean geographically forms a              
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natural prolongation of the Anatolian land mass. By this logic, Turkey is entitled to economic               

zones up to the median line of the Aegean Sea. Greece, on the other hand, posits that all                  

islands must be taken into account and on an equal basis. This means that Greece wants to                 

possess the economic rights to almost the whole of the Aegean. 

 

The territorial disputes between Cyprus and Turkey echo those of Turkey and            

Greece. These issues have been sparked by oil and gas exploration in the area, and are                

mainly concentrated on the disagreement over the rights to waters south of Cyprus, which              

contain an offshore gas field. The inaugural discoveries in the Eastern Mediterranean were             

made between June 1999 and February 2000. In 2003, Shell achieved the first significant              

discoveries of gas. Later, an EEZ delineation agreement was signed between the Republic of              

Cyprus and Egypt, but the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus rejected this agreement. In              

2004, in two separate referenda, the Annan Plan to resolve the territorial split and place the                

island’s natural resources under shared jurisdiction to be administered by the bi-communal            

Presidential Council, was likewise rejected by Greek Cypriots, but backed by the Turkish             

Cypriots. 

POINTS A RESOLUTION MUST ADDRESS 

The Eastern Mediterranean is subject to multiple – and often overlapping – conflicts; and              

yet, the history of negotiation and conflict resolution attempts should embolden delegates            

to seek new, more innovative approach to reining Turkish, Greek, and Cypriot ambitions in              

the interest of European cooperation and security. Amongst other themes, an auspicious            

resolution ought to cover the following: 

1. Developing mechanisms to overcome previous animosity between, and amongst, the          

European countries involved in the Eastern Mediterranean disputes and cultivate          

trust through cooperation, education, and broadened mutual understanding 

2. Preventing the escalation of existing tensions into direct military engagement 

3. Furthering cooperation with Turkey without compromising immigration policy and         

the EU’s attitude towards the Justice and Development Party’s crackdown on dissent            

and Erdogan’s authoritarian tendencies 
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4. Countering aggressive foreign policy manoeuvres of Turkey in this region as well as             

in the neighbouring Libya and Syria, since leaving these unresolved might impugn            

efforts to further cooperation with Turkey 

5. Ensuring sustainable and peaceful exploration and development of the region’s          

natural gas resources 

6. Laying the foundation for future conflict resolution in Cyprus and between Greece            

and Turkey 

There is no need to treat this as exhaustive or fear that the resolution would not                

address some of these issues. By starting with a select group of points and building on them                 

throughout the conference, delegates could make considerable strides in addressing the           

topic. 

BLOC POSITIONS 

TURKEY 

Erdogan has never diverged from the Kemalist legacy of destabilising Cyprus. Hence,            

Ankara’s position on, and interpretation of, international law are firm. It is reluctant to give               

recognition to Cyprus’ EEZ agreements with other Mediterranean countries, such as           

Lebanon, Israel, and Egypt, since it believes that the de facto divided island Republic of               

Cyprus lacks the authority to decide for the whole island. Turkey has repeatedly threatened              

not to permit such treaties and prevent Cyprus from further pursuing claims to hydrocarbon              

deposits, located south off the island. It has warned international oil companies not to              

conduct or plan for any exploration and production in the disputed zones, under threat of               

exclusion from business operations in Turkey. Turkey’s view, however, is a “unique”            

interpretation, not shared by any other country and not in accordance with the UNCLOS. 

HELLENIC NATIONS 

Hellenic nations – Greece and Cyprus – might be at loggerheads on many issues, but               

otherwise coincide in their opposition to Turkish encroachments on their sovereign waters.            

Greece does not shy away from its position that the Aegean Sea should predominantly be               

controlled from Athens, and has the appropriate support of Germany and France,            
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epitomised by the imposed economic sanctions on Turkey. Meanwhile, Cyprus is actively            

seeking to reinforce its position on the global stage by inviting major international players to               

develop the prospective natural gas reserves and correspondingly back the nation’s claim in             

the situation. It has demonstrated widespread resentment of Turkish threats to intervene in             

the drilling programme, and argues that Ankara’s position violates its national sovereignty. 

THE EUROPEAN UNION 

The European Union and its individual states have repeatedly issued statements denouncing            

Turkish actions in the Mediterranean, with France and Italy increasing their naval presence             

in the region. President Macron has attracted particular wrath of Erdogan and Turkish elites              

for professing support for the Cypriot claim and supporting General Haftar in Libya, where              

Ankara supports the Tripoli-based GNA government to substantiate its own political claims            

in the area and sabotage French ambitions in North Africa and the Mediterranean. In              

contrast, Germany has assumed the role of mediator between the Eastern Mediterranean            

states; this decision is in part a reflection of the country’s profound economic ties with               

Turkey and a 7,000,000-large Turkish diaspora militating against its Angela Merkel’s support            

for Germany’s European allies. That said, the EU has imposed economic sanctions on Turkey              

and any of its companies, which might become involved in unauthorised oil drilling in              

Cypriot waters, in response to the extant dispute. Likewise, the organisation has introduced             

travel bans for some Turkish officials, while also threatening to freeze their assets if the               

conflict escalates. 
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